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Peace of Mind - Check your Electric Fence while on Holiday!
Did you know that you can go on holiday and still be in control of your electric fencing system? The
latest Red Trout IP Energisers offer this facility. All that is required is that the IP Energiser is in a
place that has Wi-Fi or 3G/4G access. Once you have downloaded the App to your mobile phone
(iPhone or Android) and set up your Red Trout IP Energiser, you can check the voltage on your fence,
switch the IP Energiser off and on from anywhere in the world and receive instant messages if the
minimum voltage you programmed on your mobile phone has fallen below this limit. Very effective but
easy!
There are three Red Trout IP Energisers available:
•
•
•

LIMB80 IP
LIMB120 IP
LIMB160 IP

8 Output Joules = 80 km of fence
12 Output Joules = 120 km of fence
16 Output Joules = 160 km of fence

at $ 695 incl. GST
at $ 815 incl. GST
at # 990 incl. GST

If you already have good quality energisers but would like to have the Wi-Fi facility, we can offer you
our latest development, the Red Trout IP Monitor. The IP Monitor allows you to monitor your electric
fences the same way as the IP Energisers do. You install it on the circuit just after your energiser. If
you want to split up your farm into two or more subdivisions, the IP Monitor is the right piece of
equipment to do this. You require one IP Monitor for each subdivision. There are two different models
available:
•
•

IP MONITOR (16 OJ)
IP MONITOR (36 OJ)

@
@

$ 398.50 incl. GST
$ 488.50 incl. GST

$ 346.50 excl. GST
$ 424.80 excl. GST

As indicated one model can only be used with energisers that do not exceed 16 Output Joules or 24
Stored Joules whereas the second unit can handle energisers up to 36 Output Joules or 54 Stored
Joules. The set-up of this system is easy as you will receive a very detailed instruction manual.
Make your life easier with technological improvements only available from Red Snap’r!

Happy farming!
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